You will learn how states and local school districts are using working conditions surveys to both identify and address the issues that lead to personnel attrition in their schools.
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In response to high rates of attrition, some states and localities are using online working conditions surveys to address the challenge of retaining qualified education personnel, including special education personnel. Based on examples drawn from working conditions surveys conducted by the New Teacher Center (NTC) in North Carolina and Massachusetts — as well as working conditions surveys conducted independently at the state level in California and at the local level in Nevada and North Carolina — this practice brief describes how surveys are designed and implemented, how results can be used to enhance teacher retention and how surveys address special education-related issues.

**WHY CONDUCT WORKING CONDITIONS SURVEYS?**

Evidence suggests that improved working conditions for teachers and other education personnel can result in higher levels of motivation, more effective instruction and better rates of retention. In 2002, Governor Mike Easley and the North Carolina Professional Teaching Standards Commission launched the first online survey of working conditions that enabled data to be analyzed at the building level. Since then, many states and localities have followed North Carolina’s lead by conducting working conditions surveys of their own, often in partnership with the NTC (see text box). Because each of these surveys is based on a commitment to data-driven decision making, data is never an end in itself. A key component of the survey process involves bringing stakeholders together and using data to guide school improvement discussions at state and/or local levels.

**STATE AND DISTRICT EXAMPLES**

The North Carolina (NC) Teacher Working Conditions Survey. The first of its kind, this online survey conducted in conjunction with the NTC, is now in its eighth year. The 2010 version, which had a more than 80% response rate, included more than 105,688 licensed teachers, related service providers and administrators. For more information, go to http://ncteachingconditions.org/index.

The Massachusetts Teaching, Learning and Leading Survey (Mass TeLLS). The 2008 Mass TeLLS, also conducted in partnership with the NTC, had a 51% response rate and included more than 40,000 licensed teachers, related service providers and administrators. Principals, included in this number, complete a modified version of the survey. For more information and examples of both versions of the survey, go to http://www.masstells.org/.

Clark County Teaching and Learning Conditions (TLC) Online Survey. Clark County has been conducting its own working conditions survey since 2006, and received a 43% response to its 2010 version that included more than 8,000 licensed personnel including teachers, related service providers and administrators. For more information, go to http://ccsdttl.org/.
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Winston-Salem/Forsyth (WS/F) County Schools Working Conditions Surveys. Every other year, WS/F County School District participates in the NC Teacher Working Conditions Survey, but on alternate years, the county conducts its own surveys: one that parallels the state survey and addresses licensed building-level personnel and another that addresses classified staff, including paraprofessionals. The surveys usually receive more than 6,000 responses, representing an approximately 80% response rate.

California’s Special Education Supports Module (SESM). California recently added the SESM to its biannual California School Climates Survey (CSCS) and California Healthy Kids Survey. Questions are based on a comprehensive retention study of California special educators conducted by Ken Futernick (2007) (see text box). All building-level personnel who serve students with individualized education plans (IEPS) are invited to participate, including licensed general and special educators, related service providers, administrators and other building staff such as paraprofessionals. In 2008-09, more than 10,500 education personnel responded to the SESM, and in 2009-10, respondents totaled more than 47,000.

SURVEY FEATURES

Although all working conditions surveys ask similar types of questions regarding school climate, they can be tailored to meet the needs of specific states or school districts. Examples of survey question “categories” include the following:

- The NC Teacher Working Conditions Survey, like the Mass TeLLS and other NTC-based surveys, includes approximately 40 questions about time, facilities and resources, managing student conduct, community engagement and support, teacher leadership, school leadership, professional development, instructional practices and supports, and new teacher supports.
- California’s SESM includes 20 special education-specific questions relating to bureaucratic barriers to effective service delivery, collaboration between general and special education, expectations and supports for special populations and personnel supports.
- Mass TeLLS ensures anonymity of participants by assigning random computer-generated access codes and not asking for demographic information such as years of experience or role. Survey responses are only released at the building and district level if at least 40% of eligible education personnel respond.
- Although SESM does ask participants whether they are general or special education-related staff, data are only disaggregated at the school level if there are at least five members in each group (e.g., special educators and related services providers).
- TLC online surveys are only seen by Center for Teacher Quality (CTQ) research staff, no identifying (e.g., demographic) information is ever shared at the building or district level and responses are only released at the building or district level if at least 35% of eligible education personnel respond.

Sharing data is a key part of each of the surveys highlighted in this brief, and many states and school districts post reports online. For example:

- The NC Teacher Working Conditions Survey posts school- and district-level survey results as well as research reports based on survey data (e.g., analyses of current trends and principal working conditions).
- Clark County posts building-level response rates, as well as password protected district- and building-level reports.
- SESM survey data are currently being analyzed by WestEd, with more information available at http://cscs.wested.org/survey_content/esis.
- Some surveys offer incentives to respond. For example, schools with 100% response rates to the Mass TeLLS participate in weekly and grand prize drawings for grants to improve working conditions.

USING SURVEY DATA TO IMPROVE RETENTION

Perhaps the most critical component of working conditions surveys is the use of data by states and localities to inform school improvement efforts. All surveys discussed in this brief offer guidelines and/or assistance to local-level personnel on interpreting and using data to improve working conditions and retention of qualified education personnel. Examples of how survey data has been (or will be) used to improve retention include the following:

- Mass TeLLS offers three-hour workshops for district labor-management teams at no cost to the district. The
training focuses on understanding the survey data, reviewing conversation protocols for discussing data at the school and district level, and developing strategies for discussing data with the public. Training materials can be found at (http://www.masstells.org/sites/default/files/attachments/training.pdf).

- The State of California has issued a “Workbook for Improving School Climate and Closing the Achievement Gap” to give building- and district-level personnel, including administrators, step-by-step guidance on interpreting and responding to survey results. One section of the three-part workbook addresses closing the achievement gap between general and special education students. In addition, the CA Comprehensive Center has launched a district-level demonstration site and will facilitate the district leadership team’s use of survey data to improve working conditions.

- Clark County’s TLC team assists schools with analyzing data and helps facilitate stakeholder discussions of how data can be used to enhance working conditions and student learning conditions, as well as increase retention. Services provided include staff development workshops and substitutes or $30/hour for participating teachers. For more information on TLC Team services, see http://c csdtlc.org/TLCTeamServices.pdf.

Some examples of how data have been used to impact working conditions at the local level include:

- NC used its Teacher Working Conditions Survey data to rewrite standards for principals and teachers. Local school leadership training now requires administrators to use survey data when making building-level improvement decisions.

- State leaders in Massachusetts allocated $200,000 to support the use of TLC Survey data in struggling school districts. At the local level, at least one district changed its professional development offerings in response to the survey results.

ADDRESSING SPECIAL EDUCATION

Working conditions surveys do not all address the needs of special educators in the same way. Results from the NTC’s Teaching and Learning Conditions Survey, for example, because the survey does not ask for demographic information including content area or specialization cannot be disaggregated according to whether it was completed by general or special educators. This is because NTC surveys in North Carolina, Massachusetts, WS/F County and other states and districts focus on building-level working conditions as a whole, with the assumption that efforts to improve working conditions impact all staff, regardless of whether they are general or special education staff. Even though Clark County’s TLC Online Survey gathers limited demographic data, results are not disaggregated at the building level for fear of compromising the anonymity of participants.

All three of these surveys are based on the notion that special education-specific issues will arise, as needed, during building- and district-level discussions about survey results and strategies for improving working conditions. For example, in response to TLC data, several Clark County schools now solicit teacher input prior to pairing general with special education “co-teachers.” Results from WS/F County have also been used to reduce special education paperwork via creation of an electronic IEP form, as well as to convene a Classified Staff Advisory Board in addition to its Teacher Advisory Board and ensure special education representation on both.

SES M’s approach, on the other hand, is based on the assumption that special education personnel encounter uniquely challenging working conditions that are best addressed by specific survey questions (as opposed to a generic NTC-type survey), as well as by comparisons of general and special education personnel responses. For example, districts in California that administer the CS CS will now also receive a supplementary report comparing all survey results (including SES M results) provided by staff serving students with individualized education programs (IEPs) with all other staff.

For more information on what one study found out about the retention of qualified special education personnel in California, see:

This practice brief is part of a series intended to provide examples of how states and localities throughout the nation are employing recruitment and retention strategies to address personnel shortages in the area of special education, early intervention and related services. The series was produced by the Personnel Improvement Center (PIC) and highlights recruitment and retention efforts within states and localities supported by the PIC. There are no copyright restrictions on these practice briefs, but the PIC requests that proper citation be used.
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